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Party Symbols

F

ew American cartoonists
of this era had the wit,
the passion, or the sheer
technique of Thomas Nast. Nast was
the cartoonist for Harper’s Weekly,
one of the preeminent magazines
in the country. From this soapbox,
the highly political Nast could
reach not only an audience where
the magazine was published—
New York —but a national
audience as well. So perhaps it’s
no surprise that Nast’s drawings
created a visual identity for both
parties that remain with us today.

One artist commenting on another: De Grimm uses Nast’s own style in a tribute to him.
First published 1902.
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The Democratic Donkey

T

he Donkey had been used in earlier cartoonists’
work, mainly to attack Democratic President
Andrew Jackson. Jackson was a populist who profoundly threatened the status quo, and the similarity of the
words “Jackson” and “Jackass” made for an easy insult.
However, the Donkey wasn’t attributed to the Democratic
Party until Thomas Nast’s 1870 drawing, “A Live Jackass
Kicking a Dead Lion.”
The Donkey represented a branch of the Party, the
Copperheads (see Copperhead Democrats), who wanted
to avoid the Civil War in order to continue the lucrative
cotton trade with the South—even to the point of having
New York City secede from the Union.
Nast found the Donkey to be an ideal symbol—a dumb,
stubborn beast of burden. Nast began to use the Donkey
image in many of his drawings.
A typical example is the 1874 illustration “Fine-Ass Committee.” The Donkeys in this image are Democratic legislators blowing up an inflationary bubble. In his ill-fitting
clothes, the Donkey clearly doesn’t belong in Congress.
Nast created dozens of negative Donkey cartoons to
characterize the Democrats. Over time, most Democrats
accepted the Donkey as their symbol, but forgot or weren’t
aware of its origins.

The first association of the donkey with a Democrat: President Andrew Jackson is called a jackass. By Anthony Imbert, 1833.

“‘A Live Jackass Kicking a Dead Lion’
And such a Lion! and such a Jackass!”
by Thomas Nast for Harper’s Weekly, 1870.

“Fine-Ass Committee” by Thomas Nast for Harper’s Weekly, 1874.
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Harper’s Weekly

“THE THIRD-TERM PANIC. ‘An Ass, having put on the Lion’s skin, roamed about in the Forest,
and amused himself by frightening all the foolish Animals he met in his wanderings.’—Shakespeare or Bacon.”
by Thomas Nast for Harper’s Weekly, 1874.

“Tammany Down Again—
the ‘Reform’ Trap Smashed”
by Thomas Nast for Harper’s Weekly, 1875.

The Republican Elephant

T

he first notable appearance of the Elephant as a
Republican symbol appeared in Thomas Nast’s 1874
illustration “The Third-Term Panic.” In this cartoon,
the Elephant was labeled “The Republican Vote” to make
clear a connection between Party and symbol. The powerful, innocent Elephant became an icon that Nast and his
many imitators use to the present day.
Another example of Nast’s use of the Republican
Elephant occurs in the 1875 drawing “Tammany Down
Again—The ‘Reform’ Trap Smashed.” Nast celebrates a
successful election year for Republicans by having the
Elephant trample on signs for the Democratic Party while
trumpeting “Tammany’s Waterloo.”
Perhaps the most extreme glorification of the Republican Elephant was Nast’s “The Sacred Elephant” from 1876.
Here, flag-waving children and even Uncle Sam himself
ride on the Elephant’s back as it crushes the two-headed
Democratic tiger. The Elephant is a sacred, overpowering
presence that can carry the nation—quite a contrast from
the Democratic Jackass!
Having both parties represented by animals gave Nast
a wide visual lexicon for his commentary. For instance,
in Nast’s December 1879 drawing “Stranger Things Have
Happened,” he shows a possible Democratic Presidential
candidate trying to pull the Democratic Donkey away from
the precipice of financial chaos.
Meanwhile, the Republican Elephant is out cold in the
background. This illustration was also the first time Nast
used the Donkey and Elephant so prominently in the same
image.
Perhaps the best jibe against the Republican Elephant
came from former Democratic great Adlai Stevenson, who
said, “The Elephant has a thick skin, a head full of ivory,
and as everyone who has seen a circus parade knows, proceeds best by grasping the tail of its predecessor.”

Despite Stevenson’s comment, the Donkey has been
a much easier target for Republican insults. The duality
between the Donkey and the Elephant, and their respective qualities, has now lasted for more than 125 years.

“STRANGER THINGS HAVE HAPPENED.
HOLD ON, AND YOU MAY WALK OVER
THE SLUGGISH ANIMAL UP THERE YET.”
by Thomas Nast for Harper’s Weekly, 1879.

“The Elephant Walks Around—
And the ‘still hunt’ is nearly over”
by Thomas Nast for Harper’s Weekly, 1876.
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A More Powerful Symbol—

The Tiger

In a sense, the Tiger as a Democratic symbol goes all the way
back to Chief Tamanend.
The Tiger was the favorite animal of legendary Delaware
Indian Chief Tamanend, who negotiated with William Penn a
boldly conceived treaty in 1683 that would allow Europeans
and Indians to live together in peace.
The Society of Tammany, named after him, was founded in
the 1780s as a benevolent and charitable organization to provide extensive social services and support to its members.
“The tiger affords a useful lesson for you. The exceeding agility
of this creature, the extraordinary quickness of his sight, and
above all, his discriminating power in the dark, teach you...
to look sharp to every engagement you enter into; and to let
neither misty days, nor gloomy nights, make you lose sight
of the worthy objects of your pursuit.”
—Chief Tamanend (Attr.) (Connable and Silberfarb, 1967)1

“The Tammany Tiger Loose—What are you going to do about it?”
by Thomas Nast for Harper’s Weekly, 1871.
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T

wenty years before Nast used the Donkey to represent Democrats, the Party already had their own
symbol: the Tiger.

The original Engine Six Tiger

The Tiger was the fierce symbol of the Big Six, a volunteer fire company based then (and still today) in Lower
Manhattan, a short walk from the World Trade Center site.
Those volunteer firemen and their chief, Boss Tweed,
joined the Democratic Party and brought their symbol with them.
Nast admired the Big Six Tiger. As a boy, “Nast used to
regard this tiger’s head, as it appeared upon the engine of
the Big Six, with admiration and awe.” (Paine, 1904)2 Years
later, Nast turned the Democratic symbol against them in
his classic 1871 drawing “Tammany Tiger on the Loose:
‘What Are You Going to Do About It?’”

“Tammany’s Contemptuous Defiance.
‘Well, what are you going to do about it?’”
by Victor for Judge, 1894
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Nast repeats Tweed’s alleged phrase “What are you
going to do about it?” while using the Democrats’ own
visual icon against the Party. The image had a profound
impact on political debate: “... we behold the first complete
embodiment of that fierce symbol ... The creature of rapacity and stripes, whose savage head Tweed had emblazoned
on the Tammany Banner, had been called into being to
rend and destroy him.”(Connable and Silberfarb, 1967).3
Nast used the Tiger frequently after this illustration to
represent Democrats.
Other political cartoonists picked up Nast’s Tiger
and the phrase “What are you going to do about it?” For
instance, the colorful cartoon on the previous page comes
from the magazine Judge: “Tammany’s Contemptuous
Defiance: ‘Well, what are you going to do about it?’”
Although this cartoon was drawn by a different artist
many years later—1894—the Tiger is now a fat cat policeman, representing police corruption.

The National Tiger
The Tiger was frequently used to represent the national
Democratic Party. Judge magazine’s 1890 cover “Tied Up!”
is a typical example.
Here the Tiger represents the Democratic Party,
chained in front of the House of Representatives (pictured
as a doghouse!). The Tiger is chained on one side by the
“Republican President” and on the other by the “Republican Senate.” The caption below the title reads “He’s got the
House—but the Country is safe!” The heads on the posts
depict on the left Republican President Benjamin Harrison
and on the right, Senator Justin Smith Morrill.
After using the Democrat’s Tiger image to mock the
Party, when Democrat Grover Cleveland regained the
White House, there was a brief respite. To memorialize the
change in government, Judge published a classier, celebratory Tiger taking over Washington in “Echoes of Inauguration Week.”
This Democratic association with the Tiger was
still strong, but clearly an upscale, more acceptable
Tiger had finally arrived.

“Tied Up! He’s got the House—but the Country is safe”
by Bernhard Gillam for Judge, 1890.

“echoes of inauguration week” by Grant E. Hamilton for Judge, 1893.
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The Weaker
Republican
Lamb

B

efore the Elephant became fixed as its icon, the
Republican Party was often depicted using another,
less noble animal—the Lamb. For instance, in this
illustration from January 1876, “They Both Lie Together in
the Washington Arena,” the Republicans are depicted as
a cornered and overwhelmed Lamb before an aggressive
and strong “Democratic Tiger.”
The Democratic Tiger claims, “I have reformed, and am
tame now,” while the weak Republican Lamb replies, “I—I
believe it!”
1876 being the year of the Centennial Celebration, there
was a disposition toward harmony between the two parties
in Washington. Both parties attempted to be on their best
behavior in front of the expected foreign dignitaries visiting
the National Show. However, by setting the confrontation
in an arena, Nast reminds his audience that politics is a
blood sport, and the Democrats are always on the attack.
The Lamb is rather nondescript, hiding at the edge of
the frame. The Tiger, however, is all raw potential energy,
with its coiled hind legs and paws grasping the ground as
if to keep it from springing into the air. What is particularly
forceful about this Tiger is its mouth: When it opens, the
mouth reveals its huge incisors; the mouth is large enough
to swallow the Lamb whole. The Lamb seems to gaze up at
the Tiger in wonder at the beast’s raw, natural power.
This confrontation reaches its natural conclusion in
the 1877 illustration “The Millennium. The Tiger and the
Lamb Lie Together.” There is, of course, no Lamb in sight,
just a contented Tiger licking its chops, with a sign around
its neck reading “For Republican Lamb, Inquire Within—
Democratic Tiger.” For Nast in this period, the Democrats
were powerful and voracious; the docile Republicans, fit
only to be led to slaughter.
This image of the powerful, independent Tiger
gave us the inspiration for our own Blue Tiger icon.
We want to bring the Tiger back into the political
arena, as strong as ever, but dedicated to the new
spirit of reform.

“They Both Lie Together in the Washington Arena. Democratic Tiger. ‘ I have reformed, and am tame now.”
Republican Lamb. I—I believe it!’” by Thomas Nast for Harper’s Weekly, 1876.

“The Millennium. The Tiger and The Lamb Lie Together.” by Thomas Nast for Harper’s Weekly, 1877.
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Dr. Seuss and
the Democratic Tiger

A

round the turn of the twentieth century, the satiric
magazines Judge and Puck began to stylize the
Tiger icon, creating illustrations that bore an odd
resemblance to Dr. Seuss’s Cat in the Hat. This insert from
the Puck illustration “The Campaign of Noise” is a typical
example. Here, the Democratic Party appears as a bit of
an Irish dandy, resting comfortably on the New York State
Capitol building.

“THE CAMPAIGN OF NOISE.
TAMMANY TIGER—Keep it up, boys! I’ve been through
worse before this.” by Lewis Dalrymple for Puck, 1897.

A more extreme redrawing of the Democratic Tiger is
apparent in the 1891 drawing “Getting out of the Hole.”
The Tiger is now a scrawny, disheveled creature shrinking
from the triumphant Republican Elephant.

“Today’s the Big Day, Folks. Vote Early and Often!”
by Dr. Seuss for Judge, 1941.

Cover of The Cat in the Hat, by Dr. Seuss.
First published in 1957.

Coincidentally, although Dr. Seuss (Theodor Seuss
Geisel) wasn’t born until 1903, he did start his career as
an illustrator for Judge in 1927, using his great talent to
support his proudly progressive political views. Dr. Seuss
must have been familiar with the magazine’s tradition and
style, particularly its tradition of very expressive Democratic Tiger images.

Only a week later, on the day of the election, Dr. Seuss
created an indelible image of the tiger in “Today’s the Big
Day, Folks: Vote Early and Often!”
We believe that this Tiger—a seedy, engagingly corrupt
machine Democrat—is just a few fur balls away from the
design of the cat he used in 1957 for his children’s classic
The Cat in the Hat.
So it seems (at least to us) that over the course of
seventy-five years, the Tiger icon went from mauling and
murder in the Roman Coloseum (“Tammany Tiger on
the Loose: What are you going to do about it?” 1871) to
teaching generations of children the joys of reading.

We believe that this Tiger—
a seedy, engagingly corrupt
machine Democrat—is just
a few fur balls away from
the design of the cat he used
in 1957 for his children’s classic
The Cat in the Hat.
However, there’s more to this connection between
Seuss and the Democratic Tiger than mere circumstance.
By October 1941, he drew his own Tammany Tiger in
“A Brave Knight and True.” Dr. Seuss comments on the
impending 1941 New York mayoral campaign. William
O’Dwyer, the Democratic candidate, ran against the widely
admired liberal reformer running as a Republican, Fiorello
LaGuardia.

“getting out of the hole.
The Spring Elections have gone overwhelmingly Republican.”
Judge, 1891.

“A Brave Knight and True (But a darn poor judge of horses)”
by Dr. Seuss for Judge, 1941.
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